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Northern Rowing Council - meeting of Executive – 16 September 2019 

Report of Regional Events Coordinators - Colin Percy with Catherine Bowman 

Competitions since last Exec 
 

Affiliated competitions since the last Exec have been Talkin Tarn Regatta and Tyne Single Scullers 

Head, both of which went off well. The TSSH clashed with the Great North Run, having moved to 

the Sunday at the request of the Great Tyne Row steering group. The TSSH would probably 

benefit from being on the equivalent Saturday in 2020, with the GNR hopefully finding another 

weekend - see below. 

 

Competitions - review 
 

The survey and discussion at the conference in January still needs following through and 

Catherine and I have not really discussed this, with no progress since the last meeting. I am not 

sure what progress Catherine and I can make on this with other things being on. Advice please! 

 

Calendar for current rowing year 2019-20, incl affiliation for CLSARC & LRC comps 
 

The calendar for the current year 2019-20 remains as before, though the hoped-for Chester-le-

Street Autumn Regatta is not happening this year due to building works. We will progress affiliation 

documents for 2020 for this competition with CLSARC now, as BR will want them in place before 

the 2020-21 programme is published in the spring. The situation on CLSARC umpires can be 

assessed again when the docs are brought back to the Exec. Documents for affiliation of the 

Derwentwater Head on 6 March 2020 are near final and the Exec is recommended to endorse its 

application for affiliation, subject to Richard, John and I agreeing the docs. The date change of 

Durham Autumn Sprint to 29 Sep was agreed by this Exec by email and by the National Comps 

Committee Chair in record time once I had clarified that Yorkshire had no comment. Well done! 

  

Draft calendar for next rowing year 2020-21 
 

All dates as presented last time have been agreed by clubs, except Tyne Regatta is moving to 2 

May 20, subject to looking at national and major dates when given to us by BR and any clashes 

with Yorkshire. CLSARC in particular are interested in the JIRR date. The draft dates for 2020-21 

are all now on our web site at www.nerowing.com/calendar.html. They have also been loaded on 

the new BR Google calendar advance planning sheets here: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sYX2G2Cl9Y_HNQqYUfNs0aP2a9lhztUCqin0d5veSJ8/

edit?ts=5d5b09ec#gid=1609618112. I have just seen there that Yorkshire dates are now on and 

BUCS Regatta is down for the weekend being looked at for Tyne Regatta; I will alert TARC now. 

 

Great Tyne Row 

 

As we agreed last time, GTR moved to Saturday 7 September quite late in the day. It ran, but 

only with 18 entrants (over 30 in 2017). The closing date and event date were quite close, so the 

steering group (but mainly me) agreed to run it even though this might mean a loss. There is 

money (about £500) in the bank from last year, but a sub from the NRC Exec till next year is 

requested. I will bring a figure to the meeting, but it may be about another £500. On the day all 

went well, but the forecast medium-to-high winds at the coast did materialise and we had to 

beach early, after the race finish but before rounding the point to the rowing club. This was done 

in an orderly fashion and proved good practice for another year with possibly larger numbers. 

Planning for 2020 has already started with a look at an earlier date a priority. 
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